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Sports

The Mix

The Gamecocks seek
vengeance against Vandy.
See page 1B.

With film award season
around the corner, meet the
contenders. See page 5A.
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Columbia looks safe from Hanna’s worst
Families consider evacuation of S.C. coast
despite Weather Service’s benign predictions
Josh Dawsey
STAFF WRITER

Eyes around the state are glued to the weather today, as
the first hurricane threat to South Carolina this year could
strike the coast late tomorrow.
However, Columbia shouldn’t feel the brunt of Hanna,
spokesman Dave Schuetrum with the National Weather
Service said.
“A couple of days ago, it appeared as if the storm would
hit Savannah and the weather would be worse for us,”
Schuetrum said. “Things are looking better right now.”
Kim Dickson, a first-year biology student from Hilton
Head, said her family might evacuate to Columbia for the
weekend.
“If it comes on land as a category one or category two, my
parents will pack up our two houses on the island and come
to Columbia and stay with us,” Dickson said. “My mom is
handicapped, I know they are a little worried because of the
homes and our business there.”
Winds are expected to gust around 35 mph in Columbia
on Saturday, and there will likely be two to three inches of
rain. If the storm takes a more western path than expected,
Columbia could receive more severe weather.
It isn’t exactly clear where Hanna, still meandering slowly
near the Bahamas, will make landfall. Current predictions
show the storm coming ashore between Charleston and
Myrtle Beach, but predictions have changed by the hour.
“Right now, the projected path is going to hit midnight
on Friday around Myrtle Beach and that area,” Schuetrum
said. “And from there it looks like it’s going to move more
northeast around the Pee Dee region.”
Ron Steve, a meteorologist with the National Weather
Service in Wilmington, N.C. said he predicts the storm
will intensify into a Category 1 hurricane, therefore
bringing winds in excess of 75 mph to coastal South
Carolina.
Coastal Carolina University in Conway has cancelled
classes and all events for Friday and Saturday, and other
universities around the state are reviewing their emergency
plans and forecasts before making a decision.
As of late Wednesday, no events had been cancelled by
USC for the weekend. Russ McKinney, the university’s
spokesman, said emergency plans were in place should they

Ric Feld/ The Associated Press
Weather officials do not anticipate traffic on the scale seen in September of 1999, when all four westbound lanes of Interstate 16 slowed to
a crawl with evacuation traffic ahead of Hurricane Floyd.

be needed.
“Once we get a strong feeling that the Columbia campus
will be impacted by the storm, we will make more decisions,”
McKinney said. “Right now, it’s just too early to tell.”
Students from the coastal areas of South Carolina say
their families are cautiously preparing should Hanna visit.
Sid Gaulden, a member of South Carolina’s Emergency
Management Team, said South Carolina hasn’t called for
an evacuation yet
“The governor will make any decisions concerning an
evacuation and we would let people know well in advance of
the storm,” Gaulden said.
Once Hanna passes on Saturday, residents still should
watch the forecast, the National Weather Service advises.
Tropical Storm Ike is almost a hurricane already, and will
likely make landfall in the U.S. near the end of next week.

Should a hurricane hit:
-Keep your car fueled to be ready to leave at a
moment’s notice.
-Properly pack your vehicle with necessary
supplies. Musts are: food, necessary prescription
medicine, road maps, flashlights and a first-aid
kit.
-Take important documents along if an
evacuation happens.
— Compiled by Staff Writer Josh Dawsey

Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

New position created
for green movement
Coordinator hired to work
with university to become
more active in conservation
Alex Ott

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

but also resource management,
resea rch, educat ion a nd
civic engagement, as well as
assessment and measurement of
where the university currently
stands,” Koman said.
Katrina Breckwell, a secondyear geology student, said she
is excited about Koman coming
to USC.
“It’s good that the school
is working to go green, and
hiring someone for a position
like that only helps add to the
momentum,” Breckwell said.
Koman is currently working
with 17 groups on campus,
including Student Government
and St udents Advocat ing a
Greener Environment.
St udent Government
submitted the proposal for
t he new d i rec tor posit ion
last spring to then-President
Sorensen, who signed off on
the position.
Ross said Koman’s previous
work with USC is one of the
major reasons he was hired.
“This could be t he start
of a whole Depar t ment of
Sustainability hopefully,” she
said.

The green movement has
officially hit USC with the
creation of a new position to
help guide the campus in its
environmental efforts.
Michael Koman has been
hired as the new sustainability
coordinator for the university.
Koman, who worked with USC
Housing for the past seven
years, started the new position
on Aug. 11.
The new position highlights
USC ’s re cent at tempt s at
moving into an environmentally
friendly mindset.
“You can’t really make a move
towards a more sustainable
university without some sort of
guidance,” Student Body Vice
President Meredith Ross said.
Currently, Koman said he
is work ing on lowering the
universit y’s greenhouse gas
emissions, but he has other,
more long-term goals in mind
as well.
“This year we’re focusing on Comments on this story? E-mail
the greenhouse gas emissions, gamecocknews@sc.edu

Assistive technology lab opens doors
Courtesy of the Office of Student Disability Services

USC provides additional
aid, resources to better
serve disabled students
Elena Bloudek

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

A new assistive technology
lab, r u n by t he Of f ice of
Student Disability Services,
opened this semester to assist
students who have hearing,
visual, mobility or learning
impairments.
Beck y Du ke, St udent
Disability Services assistant
director, said it is important to
help students with disabilities.
“Legally you have to
accom modate st udents
appropriately, but we recognize
t he need to go above a nd
beyond,” Duke said.

The new lab, located in
room 117 of LeConte College,
provides resources such as
speech-to-text software, visual
organizations tools, screen
magnification and ergonomic
workstations.
Technology and assistance
are also available to convert
textbook s into alternat ive
formats.
In one corner of the lab is
a machine referred to as the
g u illot ine. W it h one ar m
movement, this machine is able
to cut through a book of up to
800 pages.
The lab t hen has t he
capability to use a high-speed
sca n ner to t ra nsfor m t he
loose pages into computer
files, which in turn can be
transformed into large print,
audio or Braille.
Produc i ng a lter nat ive

Viewpoints

The Mix

Learn to appreciate the subtle gifts
stupid people offer society with
Zach Toman. See page 4A

Hugh Laurie and Chuck
Palahniuk make the Mix Tape.
See page 5A.

In addition to the lab, the
Office of Student Disability
Services offers other assistance
to students, with the most
common being testing
accommodations.
Students go to the office to
get permission for extra time to
take a test or receive assistance
from interpreters.
Note takers are anot her
resource disabled st udents
can use. If a hearing impaired
st udent is watch i ng a n
interpreter, it is difficult to take
notes. In such cases, another
student from the class can sign
up and be paid to take notes for
that class.
This year a key initiative
for t he Of f ice of St udent
Disability Services is to reach
out to more faculty members.
Signs are put on the doors and
in hallways to remind people
that “accessibility is everyone’s
responsibility.”
Fa c u lt y me m b e r s h a v e
participated in a group called
a “Community of Practice” to
discuss and brainstorm ways
of helping visually impaired
students. The Office of Student
Disability Services is trying to
form another community of
practice to help faculty teach
hearing impaired students,
Duke said.

formats of textbooks in the lab
saves time and money.
Debra Bard, a second-year
journalism graduate student
who works in the lab, said
Bra il le mat h book s had
previously been contracted out
for a cost of up to $20,000, but
producing the books in-house
is more cost-effective.
“We have been fortunate to
get some new staff members
in last couple years that for
one allowed us to add t he
technolog y lab and a staff
member for it,” Duke said.
K a r e n Pe t t u s , St ude nt
Disability Services director,
said funding for the lab was
approved by the USC Board of
Trustees in 2007.
The budget also provides
for an information resource
coordinator who works in the Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu
lab.
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USC Student Organization President of the Week

Marielle Grant, a fifth-year psychology student,
is the president of the NASHI Anime Club.

PIC OF THE DAY
TODAY
EMPOWER meeting
6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
RH, Room 303
Daily Gamecock
interest meeting
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
RH, Room 203
NASHI Anime
meeting
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Gambrell, Room 151

Q: What does your club do?
A: First and foremost, we normally gather
together every week and watch three hours
of Anime. We go to the Russell House and
sometimes get dinner.
Sometimes people come and separate and
go with some gamers and play games, or else
we just hang out and talk instead of watching
anime.

Q: What’s your favorite anime
character and why?
A: That’s such a hard question - there’s so
many I like. I guess I really enjoy Ginji from
Getbackers. I like him because he’s a little bit
of a spaz and at the same time he always tries
to help out his friends and do what’s right. But
then he has a sad past, and there are dark parts
to him. I like a little balanced character because
it shows that, while one person can be good,
there are two parts to that person.

Q: Have you ever dressed up as an
anime character. If yes, which one?
A: Yes, I like to dress up like Sakura.

Q: What’s your favorite holiday?

Garnet and Black
interest meeting
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH, Room 302

SUNDAY
On-Campus Worship
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH, Room 303

The benches overlooking the pool outside of Thomas Cooper Library offer students a
serene atmosphere to relax between classes and maybe even study.

Garnet Circle meeting
8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
RH, Rooms 322/326

Crime Report

MONDAY
FRIDAY, AUG. 29
Students for Life
meeting
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Room 302
Transfer Student
Mentor meeting
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Room 303
Indian Cultural
Exchange meeting
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
RH, Room 203
Red Cross Club
meeting
7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
RH, Room 304

A: My favorite holiday is Halloween.
Halloween is in October, and that’s when
the fair comes around, when
my
birthday is and when more
people come to NASHI
because “hey, let’s dress up
for candy.”

A: Well, I’m probably
going to have to say go
to Japan and get some
goodies from over
there.

marks

the

803.796.9786 | www.northsidebaptist.org

Facebook: Search
Remedy Northside

remedy@northsidebaptist.org

Larceny of a Bicycle, 4 p.m.
Capstone bike rack, 902 Barnwell
St.
The victim said the suspect removed
the bicycle from the back rack without
permission. The victim also said the
Giant Boulder SE silver bicycle with
red and white stripes was secured by a
cable lock.
Estimated value: $400
Reporting officer: C. Taylor
TUESDAY, SEPT. 2
Petit Larceny, 6:30 p.m.
Russell House, 1400 Greene St.
The victim left a book bag unsecured
and had reported it stolen. The grey
and black Hurley book bag contained
a Market ing Research textbook, a

Local

Q: If you had to move
tomorrow, where would
you go?

—
Compiled by
News Editor
Liz Segrist

Christine Galligan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

CRIME
Interactive crime maps
only at

dailygamecock.com

CHARLESTON — Officials
along the southern Atlantic
c o a s t held of f order i n g
evacuations Wednesday amid
u ncertaint y about where
Tropical Storm Hanna might
come ashore and how strong
it will be when it gets there.
Instead, they kept close
t ab s a s H a n n a b at t ered
the southern Bahamas and
Haiti. Forecasters tentatively
predicted the storm would
return to hurricane strength
before hitting somewhere
between the Florida-Georgia
border and North Carolina,
probably Saturday.
Some coastal residents
booked inland hotel rooms
while others gave a collective
shrug. Officials contemplated
whether to order evacuations,
make t hem volu ntar y or
simply tell people to sit tight,
a decision complicated by
Hanna’s unpredictability.
“It’s much more difficult
than if it’s coming straight
at you,” said Clayton Scott,
emergenc y m a nagement
director for the county that
includes Savannah, Ga.
Hanna, responsible for
at least 26 deaths in Haiti,
had state disaster planners
considering turning major
h i g hw a y s i nt o o ne -w a y
evacuation routes.

Business Communications textbook
and a Texas Instruments graphing
calculator
Estimated value: $474
Reporting officer: J. Newsom
Breaking and Entering Into Motor
Vehicle, 10 p.m.
1405 Whaley St.
T he of f ic e r d i s c o v e r e d a r e a r
hatchback window broken on a 2000
Blazer vehicle. The officer assumes
the suspect attempted to pry open the
window, causing it to break. The owner
is not aware of anything missing inside
the vehicle.
Estimated damage: $1,000
Reporting officer: Mary
Winnington
— Compiled by Haley Dreis

National

World

DETROIT — A lawyer for
the Cit y Council accused
Detroit’s mayor Wednesday
at a he a r i ng t h at cou ld
s t r ip h i m of h i s job of
an “incredible pattern of
deception” that threatens to
bring down the city.
The arg ument came in
an extraordinar y hearing
convened by Gov. Jennifer
Granholm on the political
f at e of M ayor Kw a me
Kilpatrick, acting under her
constitutional authority to
remove elected officials for
misconduct.
Kilpatrick, in office since
2002, skipped the event.
The council says it was
m isled when it approved
an $8.4 million settlement
last year with fired police
officers. Council members
say they didn’t know the deal
carried secret provisions to
keep a lid on steamy text
messages between Kilpatrick
and his chief of staff on cityissued pagers.
“T he mayor has of ten
expressed his love for the
cit y of Det roit ... But to
paraphrase Oscar Wilde,
men often kill the thing they
love,” he said. “Be assured
t h is c it y ha s not been
killed yet, but it is gravely
wounded, and the mayor
must be removed.”

BAGHDAD — U.S. troops
on boats in the Tigris River
mistakenly killed six Iraqis
Wednesday in an exchange
of fire between the two sides
nor t h of Baghdad, I raqi
officials said.
The clash began when Iraqi
troops at a checkpoint fi red
at approaching U.S. military
boats near Tarmiyah, 30
m iles nor t h of Baghdad,
police and security officials
said. They did not realize the
boats, which had their lights
off, were American.
The U.S. soldiers f ired
b ac k , k i l l i n g t wo I r aqi
soldiers, two police officers
and two U.S.-backed Sunni
tribesmen, said the officials,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity because they were
not allowed to release the
information to the media.
Two U.S. helicopters later
fired on a one-room house
near the site of the clash, the
Iraqis said.
T he U. S . m i l it a r y
con f i r med t here wa s a n
incident of “mistaken fire”
between U.S. and Iraqi forces
while the U.S.-led coalition
was conducting an operation
in the area against suspected
al-Qaida militants.
— Associated Press
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‘The Stupids’
have critical
social value,
importance

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor

BRAD MAXWELL
Copy Desk Chief

AMANDA DAVIS
News Editor

Many intelligent people
incapable of functioning
without dumb counterpart
So I’m sitting in class and
my professor calls on this
girl half-snoozing in t he
back. My professor asks her
what she felt the illustrations
i nterspersed t h roughout
our reading
assig nment
added to t he
text, and t he
g i rl t hou g ht
for a moment,
nodded slightly
and confidently
ZACH TOMAN r e p l i e d t h a t
Third-year
t he p ic t u r e s
undeclared
certainly
student
make the text
prettier.
The guy
sitting next to me pulls his
hat down low over his eyes
and mutters something to
t he ef fect of, “Jesus, her
mom must have been pretty
drunk that third trimester.”
Well, screw you, guy next
to me — stupid people rock.
But stupid people don’t
just rock; they’re absolutely
v it a l to soc iet y. T h i ng s
would cease to run smoothly
on every level if it weren’t
for the often maligned and
much unappreciated stupid
people.
I mag i ne a n elect ion
without stupid people. You
can’t, because if it weren’t
for the stupids, no elections
would ever be held. It seems
to me, intelligent people
don’t get much done because
t hey are too st ubborn to
follow anyone other than
themselves. But this is not
the case with the stupids.
They’ll gladly follow anyone
if it seems like a good idea
at the time. Yes, that’s how
riots start, but it’s also how
elections work.
Stupid people also boost
the economy. Who do you
think buys all of that useless
crap that makes up damn
near half of any given WalMart’s inventor y? W ho’s
buying Five-Hour Energy
Meth (“Feel it in minutes,
tweak for hours!”) from the
convenience store checkout
counter? Intelligent people
i nvent wor t h le ss c rap,
and st upid people buy it.
Capitalism simply would not
work or possibly even exist
without idiots.
St upid people a re a n
efficient and proven safety
measure. Take a camping
trip for example. With the
exception of a tent, a stupid
person is the most valuable
thing you can bring with you.
When you’re accompanied
by an idiot, you can almost
always be sure that the worst
will happen to someone else
first. A nd, after all, bears
can smell stupid up to a mile
downwind.
This is perhaps t he
greatest ox y moron of all
time, but stupid people have
a wealth of knowledge that
can be tapped. Considering
a new car? Worried that it
won’t be running too well in
three years? Odds are good
a stupid person has bought
it fi rst and written a review
somewhere about how he
or she wound up gett ing
s t r a nde d i n t he m idd le
of nowhere, and the only
person who can help is a
smelly flannel-clad.
But anyway, stupid people,
I salute you. Don’t ever let
anyone tell you that you’re
not valuable. We need you,
so keep on keepin’ on.

Managing Editor

CALLI BURNETT
Assistant Copy Desk Chief

PAUL BOWERS
Sports Editor

LIZ SEGRIST

MICHAEL AGUILAR

The Mix Editor

Viewpoints Editor

COLIN JONES

JOSHUA RABON

Design Director

Photography Editor

ELIZABETH HOWELL

CHRISTINE GALLIGAN

IN OUR OPINION

Organization fair falls
Palin proven to stand by beliefs short of expectations
HOW DO YOU LIKE THEM APELS?

In face of tough times,
Veep nominee backs up
pro-life stance publicly

The media frenzy that
h a s b e en s u r rou nd i n g
VP hopeful Sarah Palin’s
pregnant teenage daughter
is absolutely ludicrous —
not only because teenage
pregnancy isn’t even close
to being the social faux
pas it was 10 years ago, but
also because it surprisingly
h igh l ight s
Pa l i n’s
values.
N o w
d o n’t g e t
me w rong,
teenage
preg n a nc y
KARA APEL
is looked
Second-year
down upon
print
by some
journalism
relig ions,
student
including
my own,
but that does not mean
anyone has the right to
look condescendingly upon
Palin’s family because of it.
L i f e d o e s n’t a l w a y s
turn out the way we want
it to and neither does the
lifeline of our country, so
it’s interesting to hear how
Palin has dealt with the road
bumps in her life because it
gives me the reassurance
she could deal with road
bumps during her term in

office.
I’d rather have a politician
in office that doesn’t have
t he “perfect” family as
opposed to Sen. Obama’s
family that, on the surface,
seems perfect.
I appl aud Pa l i n a nd
her family because of the
way t hey have bonded
together in light of Bristol’s
preg nanc y and been
extremely supportive of her.
I have known more than a
few “religious” families who
have completely disowned
their daughters for being
pregnant.
That is complete
h y p o c r i s y. H o w c a n
someone pretend to be
religious and disown and
judge a family member?
This doesn’t add up. True
religious families should
be s uppor t ive of t hei r
family members and never
abandon them, especially
when said family member
is going through a rough
time.
Pa l i n’s f a m i ly is t he
complete opposite of
these so-called “religious”
families, and I think that
s p e a k s v olu me s ab out
her character and family
values.
In all actuality, the way
Palin has been supportive
of her daughter’s pregnancy
just reinforces how pro-life
Palin really is.

It is unbelievably
refreshing to hear about
a p ol it ic i a n w ho i s n’t
hypocritical on the issues
he or she believes in.
I personally k now
fa m i l ies w it h u nwed
pregnant teenagers who
pretend to be pro-life, but
in realit y, almost force
their daughters into having
abort ions because t hey
are too “embarrassed” to
be associated with teen
pregnancy.
Palin’s daughter could
have easily had an abortion
by now and wouldn’t be
getting all of the negative
media attention.
I n case ever yone has
forg ot t en , s he i s on l y
17 yea r s old, a nd st i l l
technically a child herself,
so to put all of this spite
and criticism upon her is
just ruthless, vicious and
totally unethical. I give
major kudos to Bristol for
standing up for what’s right
and keeping her child.
It is so amazing to hear
that someone who feels so
strongly about the issue
could possibly be the next
VP of the United States.
The fact t hat Sen.
McCain wants Palin as his
VP truly excites me and I
can’t wait to get a hold of
some McCain-Palin ‘08
stickers.

Wake me up when Nov. ends
Non-stop presidential TV
coverage causes issues
to fall out of public eye
If you are anything like
me, November 4 can’t come
soon enough.
The reason I am
eagerly awaiting Election
Day, however, is not so
I can pract ice my civ ic
responsibility by casting a
ballot. It’s not so I can see
the end of the Bush regime,
eit her. I’m
ju st rea l ly
tired of not
bei ng able
to watch five
minutes of
telev ision
without
DARREN
s e e i n g
PRICE
Obama,
Third-year
McCain,
print
B i d e n
journalism
or Palin
student
smirking
back at me
from the other side of the
glass. Every facet of the
media is so consumed by
t he upcom i ng elect ion
t hat nearly ever y ot her
story gets under-reported,
if at all. It’s not like this
is a recent development,
either. It seems like I’ve
been hearing far too much
about the 2008 presidential
election for at least a year

now.
Really? A year? Has there
not been anything more
important to the American
people — the majority of
whom know they will not
be casting ballots come
November — t ha n t he
upcoming election?
There surely has,
a lt hough you probably
didn’t hear about it, and
even if you did, you probably
received in-depth analysis
on how such an event would
affect the campaign trail.
Most recently, Hurricane
Gustav became the
first major hurricane to
threaten the Gulf Coast
since Katrina, but it only
mustered half a day of
coverage on the major news
networks. Even as Gustav
battered the Caribbean,
t he media machine did
not sh i f t it s at tent ion
from the upcoming RNC.
One of the most serious
con sider at ion s G u st av
received was whether or not
it would interfere with the
Convention.
Gustav isn’t t he only
event t hat shou ld have
been a major story only
to be superseded by the
presidential campaigns. The
war in Iraq is still a major
U.S. issue, but it is being
ignored as is the conflict

in Afghanistan. Also, the
situation between Georgia
and Russia manages to stay
in the back of the American
consciousness at best. This
is all f rightening when
you consider that, through
their overzealous coverage
of the election, the media
are preventing the people
from learning the issues
our country faces, which,
needless to say, affect the
outcome at the polls come
November.
The worst part of the
media over-coverage of the
presidential campaign trail
is that despite their roundthe-clock reporting, seldom
is actual policy discussed.
This week’s ‘scandal’ with
GOP VP nominee Sarah
Pa l i n’s daughter bei ng
pregnant only accentuates
news media’s inability to
cover the issues that matter.
Rather than reporting as
to what Palin did in her
time as governor of Alaska,
broadcasters concentrate on
whether the teen pregnancy
would inhibit Palin’s ability
to be a vice president, never
mind her policy.
So forg ive me if my
reasons for eagerly awaiting
November 4 are the wrong
ones. Come scold me for
it if you want; I will be
watching Nickelodeon.

At 11 a.m. Wednesday, Greene Street looked less
like a college and more like the fairgrounds on
Gameday — thanks in part to poor planning.
Many students leave their 11 o’clock classes and
immediately trek to Russell House for lunch —
presumably through all the student organization
booths. Unfortunately, almost no organization had
a table at this point and even the event planners
couldn’t have found a specific group if their lives
on it.
Having a basic depended
Considering groups have
logistical plan down, been registering for the fair
given months of since spring semester, what
was wrong with assigning
time, is not an spots in advance? And why
unreasonable request. were the tables scheduled
to ar r ive t he day of —
resulting in an hour-long delay?
Hopefully there is a good reason why they couldn’t
be delivered a day in advance and stored in the Russell
House ballroom — even if there was, organization
leaders weren’t informed. Some students were told to
get there own table, then turned away from the truck
and accused of slowing things up.
And what if it was pouring rain Wednesday? Maybe
having the tables in the Ballroom until fair time
wouldn’t have been such a bad idea.
Not everything always goes according to plan, and
everyone makes mistakes — we know we slip up from
time to time. However, having a basic logistical plan
down, given months of time, is not an unreasonable
request.

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu

ITʼS YOUR RIGHT
Voice your opinion on message boards at www.dailygamecock.com
or send letters to the editor at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu
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“Weather forecast for tonight: dark.”
— George Carlin
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FALL INTO AUTUMN MOVIES
Film studios unveil their most
prestigious, award-winning fare

3. “Australia”
(Nov. 26)

Jimmy Gilmore

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

2. “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
(Dec. 25)

Oh, fall. That special time of the year
when movie studios unveil their prestige
pictures: the big guns, the awards contenders
and the serious fare. The closer you get to
Christmas, the more people start screaming
“Oscar.” They may not be explosive summer
blockbusters, but here are the movies to be in
line for opening day:

David Fincher has always been a visually impressive director with films like “Fight Club”
and “Zodiac.” Though traditionally a very violent director, his latest film adapts F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s short story about a man cursed with aging backward over eighty years, with
Brad Pitt in the title role. The film appears to be a significant dramatic step forward for
Fincher — the kind that could net him the accolades he deserves.

4. “Quantum of Solace”
(Nov. 14)

Ba z Lu h r m a n n h a s n’t
made a film since his overload
musical
Rouge!” in
al “Moulin
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2001. “Austr
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of visual
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i ual poetry that made
m
Luhrmann’s
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m nn’s previous
previou effort
so lauded.
d The
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m looks to
recall the historical rromance/
o
adventures characteristic
of
er
the 1950s.

After “Casino Royale” was greeted to
near-unanimous raves by Bond aficionados,
the critical elite and the movie-going
public, Daniel Craig has a lot to live up
to. Using veteran director Marc Forster
and keeping the same screenwriting team
that penned “Royale” means we can expect
more of the same gritty action sequences
and exploration of the Bond character while
hopefully staying away from the series’
diversions into camp.

5. “The Road”
(Nov. 26)
1. “Burn After Reading”
(Sept. 12)
After winning three Oscars for last
year’s masterwork “No Country for Old Men,”
filmmaking geniuses Joel and Ethan Coen revert
back to zany, goof ball comedies reminiscent
of cult classic “The Big Lebowski.” The film
revolves around several individuals (including
George Clooney, Brad Pitt and John Malkovich)
catapulted into a bizarre series of events when
personal trainer Pitt finds a confidential CIA
disk and blackmails its owner.

Australian director John Hillcoat directs Viggo Mortensen in this bleak tale of a
father trying to get his son to safety in a post-apocalyptic world. The film is adapted
from the novel by Cormac McCarthy (who wrote the source material for last year’s
Oscar winner “No Country for Old Men”), which won the Pulitzer Prize.
All Photos courtesy of MCT

Others to keep on your radar include:
Clint Eastwood’s “Changeling,” a missing child drama starring Angelina Jolie, garnered immense praise at Cannes (Oct. 31).
Oscar-winning screenwriter Charlie Kaufman , famous for his mind-bending scripts, turns his sight on directing in
“Synecdoche, New York,” starring Philip Seymour Hoffman as a struggling theater director who attempts to create a life-size
replica of New York in an empty warehouse (Oct. 24).
Kevin Smith steps back behind the camera for his provocatively titled “Zach and Miri Make a Porno” (Oct. 31).
And Steven Soderbergh tackles the life of Che Guevara in his two-part, four-hour-long epic starring Benicio Del Toro as the
famed revolutionary (release date to be determined).
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

5 things

we’re obsessing
about this week
Colin Jones
MIX EDITOR

2. Podcasts

1.“House”

Admit it: Fox’s “House M.D.”
is the greatest show on television
right now. Here at the Mix, we
have a particular fancy for this
snarky and smart medical drama.
The show, helmed by Hugh
Laurie’s Dr. House, presents
itself as more “CSI” than “Grey’s
Anatomy.” Each episode follows
House and his team of doctors
as they attempt to cure patients
of strange and unusual ailments.
Along with the drama of the
cure comes House’s delightfully
sarcastic criticism of everyone
who surrounds him. From his
best friend Dr. Wilson (Robert
Sean Leonard) to his boss Dr.
Cuddy (Lisa Edelstein), no one
is immune to his wrath. House,
entering its f ifth season on
Sept. 16, is one show not to be
missed.

Like blogs and YouTube, podcasts have slowly become a new
form of public discourse. Anyone with an iPod or a computer can
indulge in this new medium. While not just on iTunes, the music
dealer offers numerous podcasts on an array of
topics. These subjects vary from a New York
Times front-page podcast to free coverage of the
Republican and Democratic conventions. Here
at the Mix and the Daily Gamecock, we too have
pondered venturing into this new medium. The
Viewpoints section sometimes podcasts articles
onto the Web site, and it has proven to heighten
the experience of the article. So just you wait —
the Mix Podcast could be on the horizon soon.

3. Chuck Palahniuk

This master of the crude and
beautiful has been impressing
and disg usting
readers for over a
decade with books
like “Fight Club”
a nd “C hok e .”
Palahniuk’s writing
has been imprinted
onto f ilm w it h
t he coarse classic

“Fight Club” and has another
adaptation coming out this fall.
The rendition of “Choke,” the
story of a man who
chokes h imself to
gain sympathy, hits
t heaters later t his
month. If you haven’t
heard of this literary
genius, it is time for
an introduction.

5. Stereogum.com

4. New Orleans

As we all have noticed in the
past three years and in the past
week, New Orleans has become
something of a hurricane magnet.
But that is not to say it still isn’t
a h istor ic a nd eclect ic place
that needs to be rejuvenated.
The bastion of the bayou is the
birthplace of jazz and the home of
the world’s wildest party, Mardi Gras. Instead of fearing
or putting the city down, people should be clamoring to
help and bring the city back to American glory. As they
say, laisse le bon temps rouler.

This music blog has interjected new ideas and introduced new
bands to listeners for the past five years. The blog posts daily on
captivating bands on the indie rock scene and gives viewers the
chance to get to know these
groups. Mp3s on the Web site
give a multimedia feel
to the site while videos
also add to the air of
professionalism. With
album previews and
t horough rev iews,
Stereog um has
the upper hand on
ot her blog s a nd
e ven m ag a z i ne s.
Here at t he M i x,
we r e c om me nd
checking this
site out for a
musical educat ion
in independent
music.

All photos courtesy of MCT Campus
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Winfrey hosts Olympic athletes in Chicago
150 U.S. competitors
welcomed home after
2008 Beijing games
Don Babwin
The Associated Press

CHICAGO — Thousands
of spect ators cheered
Olympic medalists Michael
Phelps, Dana Torres and
Kobe Bryant on Wednesday
as the city of Chicago got a
high-profile boost to its bid
to host the 2016 Summer

Olympics.
Oprah Winf rey was
taping the season premiere
for “The Oprah Winfrey
Show ” at a dow nt ow n
park, and she invited 150
U.S. Olympic athletes to
join her. The athletes were
introduced under a shower of
red, white and blue confetti.
Winfrey intends the show
to be both a welcome home
for athletes who competed
in Beijing and also a chance
to showcase Chicago as the
city bids for the 2016 Games,
said Harpo Productions.

Hundreds of fans stood
in line for hours outside
Winfrey’s Chicago studio
last weekend to wait for
tickets. Some camped out in
lawn chairs. For those who
couldn’t get passes for the
2,000 seats, about 7,000 lawn
spots were made available.
Another 2,000 seats were
set aside for the Olympians’
family and friends. Tickets
f or W i n f re y ’s C h ic ag o
tapings are usually available
only by phone and are nearly
impossible to get.

REGIONAL CONCERT
CALENDAR
COLUMBIA

COLONIAL LIFE ARENA Sept. 6 Flashback: The Classic Rock Experience
HEADLINERS Sept. 5 Trapt; Sept. 17 Drive-By Truckers; Sept. 20 Flogging Molly; Sept.
26 Lee Brice
NEW BROOKLAND TAVERN Sept. 9 All Get Out; Sept. 10 1997; Sept. 15 Horse the
Band, So Many Dynamos; Sept. 16 Straylight Run

CHARLESTON
MUSIC FARM Sept. 4 Sevendust; Sept. 13 Corey Smith; Sept. 24 Pinback
AMOS’ SOUTHEND Sept. 10 Candlebox; Sept. 18 Drive-By Truckers

CHARLOTTE
CRICKET ARENA Sept. 24 OAR
NEIGHBORHOOD THEATRE Sept. 25 Pinback
VERIZON WIRELESS AMPHITHEATRE Sept. 17 Three Doors Down; Sept. 27 Mary
J. Blige
VISULITE THEATRE Sept. 18 Donna the Buffalo

ATLANTA
CENTER STAGE ATLANTA Sept. 23 The Dandy Warhols; Sept. 24 The Sword,
Clutch
CHASTAIN PARK AMPHITHEATRE Sept. 13 Indigo Girls; Sept. 20 David Byrne
THE EARL Sept. 27 The Queers
LAKEWOOD AMPHITHEATRE Sept. 11 Toby Keith; Sept. 18 Brad Paisley; Sept. 20
Switchfoot, Robert Randolph & the Family Band
MASQUERADE Sept. 13 Between the Burried and Me; Oct. 1 Against Me!, Ted Leo
& the Pharmacists
TABERNACLE Sept. 24 The Mars Volta; Sept. 30 Tegan & Sara
VARIETY PLAYHOUSE Sept. 5 Aimee Mann; Sept. 15 Mogwai; Sept. 25 Henry
Rollins; Sept. 26 Stereolab; Sept. 29 The Kooks

SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
SEARCHING FOR YOUR

phone, iPod, camera and laptop,
IT HITS YOU.

You need an iPhone!

Preferably one that’s FREE! Good thing we’re giving
one away every Friday through October*.

Take the next step.

Win an iP

30364
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t
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“
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Wini ner l biaespayn
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d

*iPhone giveaway ends October 17, 2008.
Text message entries of “USC” must be sent to 30364 by October 17, 2008. One winner will be selected at random each week from all
eligible entries received. This sweepstakes is not afﬁliated with or endorsed by Apple Inc. Please visit iaspyre.com for full contest rules.
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The Scene
@ USC

Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE
CASPIAN
9 p.m., free
Russell House Theater

Spurned ◆ By Jarad Greene / The Daily Gamecock

TODAY
21
6 p.m., free
Russell House Theater

SHAWN’S BIG LOVE RETRO DANCE NITE
Free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

FOURZEROALPHA, GHOST IN THE MACHINE,
UNDEFINED, FACE DOWN
8 p.m., $5 Over 21 / $7 Under
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

TOMORROW
TRAPT, EVERYTHING AFTER, APRIL’S FALL
8 p.m., $14
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.

MONGOL
6 p.m. and 8:30 p.m., $5.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

THE LETTER RED, TESTING GROUND, AND
THEN CAME TERROR, AFTER SHOW DANCE
PARTY
8 p.m., $5 Over 21 / $7 Under
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

HOROSCOPES

9/04/08

1234567890-=

ARIES You don’t need
constant agreement to be
effective. You can tell the
others things they don’t want
to hear. Be firm, gentle and,
if possible, cheerful.

L EO Po s t p one r i s ktaking as much as possible.
Hold on to what you have. A
fanciful scheme is unlikely
to work.

TAURUS Your strong,

develop new skills, starting
now. Do what you love really
well so you can make a living
at it. Be so good they can’t
ignore you.

competent, bossy friend (and
you know who that is) can
be very useful now. Get that
person to do something that
you’ve been avoiding.

GEMINI If you’re not
quite up to the challenge,
get somebody to help. Don’t
depend on well-meaning
friends; hire professionals.
You’ll save time and money.

CANCER Love does
fi nd a way, but sometimes it
takes a while. Be patient if
your dreams haven’t quite
been achieved yet. Don’t
give up.

VIRGO Make time to

LIBR A Great wealth
can be yours without a lot
of effort on your part. The
bad news is that you have
a long list of things you’ve
been waiting to buy.
SCORPIO

Friends
seek your advice and you’re
usually willing to give it.
In this situation, however,
you’re wise to be reticent.
One of your assumptions is
liable to be false.

S AGI T TA R I US

Hide out for a little while,
and watch what transpires.
You don’t really have to take
action yet, do you? Avoid a
problem by thinking it over
for a couple of days.

C A PR ICOR N
People who promise great
riches or benefits may be
blowing smoke. Make sure
the money they’re talking
about isn’t coming out of
your pocket.

AQUARIUS It may

ACROSS
1 Normandy town
5 Spherical bodies
9 In pursuit of
14 Dnieper port
15 Gentleman caller
16 Soprano's accolade
17 Today
20 Wisdom unit?

feel like your forward motion
has come to a screeching
halt. This is a temporar y
situation.

21 Queen of Carthage

PISCES You ought to
be in a pretty good mood, but
that doesn’t mean you should
throw caution completely to
the wind.

27 Today's celebrant

22 Slack off
23 Father
25 Overalls material
34 Lock name
35 OSS, today
36 Sleep soundly?
37 Permission doc.
38 Bruce or Spike
39 Foxy

9/04/08

1 2 3 4

for 9/03/08

41 Diarist Anais

5 U.K. honor

42 Immunoassay

6 Split apart

diagnostic

7 I wouldn't, if I were

44 Dryly humorous

you

45 Feedbag contents

8 Made to resemble

46 Today's colors

nappy leather

50 Adrien of cosmetics

9 Christie's "The __

51 Greek letters

Murders"

52 Chi-town paper

10 Actor Morgan

55 NaCl

11 Voila!

57 Food on a stick

12 Longoria and Gabor

61 Today's song

13 "Big Mouth" Martha

64 Dot on a map

18 Blueprint

65 Eliel Saarinen's son

19 Sine qua __ (es-

66 Blood line

sential things)

38 Bert the lion

54 Doing nothing

67 Flows into

24 Casino cubes

39 Malaga Mrs.

56 Scarlett's home

68 Hem line

26 __-bitsy

40 Wildcat

58 Well in France

27 10th President

43 Used a Q-Tip

59 LSD, to users

28 Selassie of Ethiopia

44 Mother's "maybe"

60 Outlaws

29 Spanish national

45 Keep an eye on

62 Some NFL linemen

hero

47 __ dixit

63 May honoree

2 Trident part

30 Deadlock

48 Razzes

3 Swan's mate of

31 Pitch-related

49 Levee

myth

32 "Un Ballo in

52 End-of-the-week

4 Outstanding

Maschera" aria

cheer

33 Have an inkling

53 Fragrant bloom

69 Tight positions?
DOWN
1 Pass up

Solutions from 9/03/08
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Place a Classified ad: p

803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com
Major credit cards accepted

Line classified ad rates

Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds
E-mail:

Apartments
Downtown area near Vista. - Very nice
2BR duplex CH/A. Conv. to USC $595.
No pets. Call 787-1200.

•

Office hours: M-F

Roommates

Housing-Rent

F/seeking/F rmmte - 1BR pvt BA @ Copper Beech $459/mo + util split 4 ways.
Cable internet incld.Call 813-503-1303

WELSFORD
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Housing-Rent
SHANDON - 4BR 2BA hdwd flrs big
rooms 3/4 mile to USC fenced yard pets
ok $1345. 318-0729

518 #AWhaley St. Duplex/Olympia
$600/mo 2BR 1BA frot porch
office area & hdwd flrs
223 Tryon St. Duplex/Olympia
$475/mo 1BR !BA High ceilings w/d
conn. Close to USC hdwd flrs & appl.
205 Carolina St. Duplex/Olympia
$525/mo 1BR 1BA Office area w/d conn
close to USC Hdwd flrs & appl.

www.welsford.com 743-0205
TRENHOLM RD.
Very nice 2700+ sf home convenient to
USC & Med school LR DR Den 3/4BR
3BA 2 car garage CH&A stove refrig dw
laundry room. No Pets $1595 787-1200

Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Tropical Tan
519 Meeting St.
(just Across Gervais St. Bridge
next to ‘Subway’)

Irmo Law Firm hiring Office Clerk @
$8/hr for light typing, photo copying, answer phones and filing. Must be able to
work at least 25/hrs/wk through all
school semesters and summer. Available immediately. Available immediately.
Must be Dependable. Call Sheree to
schedule interview 749-5880.
YE OLE FASHIONED ICE CREAM
& SANDWICH CAFE’ NOW HIRING
ALL STAFF. Good pay & tips. Flexible
hours. Perfect for students.
7490 Garners Ferry next to Walmart.

Gamecock Fans!
Tan until 2009
Win 2 tickets to
USC’s Home Football
Game Against LSU!

$99

(One Entry For Each Purchase)

15% Off
All Lotions

803-708-4880

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT & FT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..

Help Wanted
Restaurants
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Hampton Place Cafe 1230 Hampton St.
Must be able to work during lunch on
Tues & Thurs. Call Andy @ 767-8794

TEAPOT CHINESE RESTAURANT
Now hiring cashiers & delivery drivers.
Good Tips! Flexible hrs. 920-4975

BLUE - Tapas bar & cocktail lounge.
Now hiring servers & dishwashers. Apply
between 2&4PM M-F at 721-A Lady St.

Help Wanted
Tutors
TUTORS NEEDED: GPA of 3.1 will earn
you $10-$12 (or more) per hr! Highest
demand for Math, Reading & Science.
Call Tutor Connection 957-6060.

Tan for one Month

$31.50

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
WEST COLUMBIA I-26 US #!
1BR apt w/full kit, BA, carpet A/C.
All utils pd. $410 + sec dep. 238-6916.

DEADLINE

We have the best job on campus!!
Make $8.25 per hour!! Build your
resume, earn great bonuses, and
show your Gamecock pride!!
More info? Want to come to an
interview session?
Interested in applying? Email:
Jessica.Neno@ruffalocody.com
or call 7-2874

Help Wanted
Child Care

Wanted
Looking to purchase a TI 83 or TI 84
calculator. Call 546-1313.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Fun, outgoing, responsible person for 12
y.o. girl 2/days/wk afterschool near USC.
Own car, ex ref’s req. 413-695-4185
We Already Know The Score!
Guaranteed Football Winners
www.beatingvegas.net

W

21-15

38-23

WOULD BE SWEET

16-12

W

REVENGE
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Carolina’s campaign took strong turn for worse
after losing at home to Vanderbilt last season; this
year Gamecocks are out to return favor in big way
Michael Aguilar
SPORTS EDITOR

It’s October 20th, 2007, 12:00 p.m. You are a South
Carolina fan. You are riding high. Your No. 6 Gamecocks
are two weeks separated from topping the No. 8 team
in the country in front of a national television audience.
Your Gamecocks are a week away from surviving the
prototypical scare against North Carolina that usually ends
in the defeat of the seemingly great USC football team.
Three and a half hours later, you have found that North
Carolina wasn’t the scare game you should have been
scared of. You are no longer confident that your team can
win another game for the rest of the season. You realize
that your team will soon drop out of the top 10 and,
potentially, from the rankings altogether.
“They messed up our perfect season,” junior cornerback
Captain Munnerlyn said. “I really feel like that loss hurt us.
It hurt us and took a lot out of us.”
Let’s backtrack a couple of weeks. The 2007 football
season started with high hopes and big talk for Carolina.
USC Coach Steve Spurrier had been quoted multiple times
saying he expected his Gamecocks to compete for the SEC
title. This, coming from a coach who has won six of them,
was the highest praise Carolina football had received in a
long time.
That praise and those hopes seemed well-placed as
Carolina struck out to a 3-0 record to start the season,
beginning with a less-than-impressive win against
Louisiana-Lafayette. However, in their second game the
Gamecocks had something in store for their fans with a
victory over a Georgia team that had defeated Spurrier
each of his first two seasons at USC.
After the win at Georgia, Spurrier, in three years, had

51-31

27-24(OT)

LL

23-21

17-6

W

accomplished one of the most difficult tasks in college
football. He had topped the big three in the SEC East. In
three years he had won at Georgia and at Tennessee and
beaten Florida in Williams-Brice Stadium. This, surely,
was Carolina’s year.
An easy win over SC State followed the Georgia game,
and Carolina suffered a brief setback against an LSU team
with national title aspirations. Then Mississippi State came
to town and the Gamecocks rolled to a 38-21 victory. The
stage was set for a game between No. 8 Kentucky and
USC, perched just outside of the top ten at No. 11.
The game was moved to Thursday night, and never
before had a game between these two teams meant so
much on the national scale. The two Cinderellas were on
a collision course to see who the glass slipper truly fit, and
both had legitimate claims to the shoe. However, with a
home crowd that rocked and swayed the stadium all night
long behind them, the Gamecocks powered their way to
victory over the Wildcats and burst their way into the top
10 for the first time in nearly a quarter century.
The following weekend, North Carolina seemed to
be set to play the part of the Navy team that ended the
undefeated season of the 1984 Carolina team that reached
as high as No. 2 in the polls. However, Carolina managed
to hold on to a 21-15 victory, and it seemed that Spurrier
had finally found a way to end the Gamecocks’ century-old
habit of snatching defeat from the jaws of victory.
All that stood in the way was a weak Vanderbilt team, a
less than impressive Tennessee squad, a group of Arkansas
Razorbacks that redefined the term “one-dimensional,” a
Florida group with defensive holes the size of Mac
trucks and the weakest Clemson team that Carolina
had seen in years. The Gamecocks were primed for
their run at an SEC title.
Snap back to that pristine October early afternoon.
Not a cloud in the sky, the brisk fall air giving students
a hint of the winter and bowl season approaching — it
was a perfect day for football. Unless, of course, you
were a Gamecock fan.
Vanderbilt came out looking to drive what had been

L
a just-below-average Carolina offense into the ground,
and the Commodores did so with a deadly efficiency. The
Gamecocks came out sluggish and sloppy, and before they
knew what was happening, it was a 17-0 halftime score.
“I remember getting down [17-0] and just thinking that
we were going to come back and win the game,” senior
kicker Ryan Succop said.
USC would not come back. They would not sniff the
Vandy lead. Every time the Gamecocks looked poised to
make a move, the Commodores would shove them back.
Carolina averaged just barely above 1 yard per carry in
the game. Vanderbilt forced the Gamecocks into four
turnovers. The Commodores imposed their will on the
Carolina offense. The game ended with a 17-6 final score,
and all of a sudden Carolina’s SEC title run was in serious
jeopardy.
Unfortunately for USC, that jeopardy would quickly
become a reality as the former No. 6 team in the nation
would plummet out of the top 25 in the next two weeks.
Finishing the season at 6-6 and not making a bowl game,
the Gamecocks’ fall was one of the worst in college football
history.
“I really don’t know what happened,” Munnerlyn said.
“Maybe Vandy exposed us a little and showed everyone
what our weaknesses were.”
Fast forward almost a year. Spurrier hasn’t
talked as big of a game for his team
REVENGE ● 5B
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Ole Miss at Wake Forest
Oregon St. at Penn St.
W. Virginia at E. Carolina
South Florida at UCF
Miami (Fla.) at Florida
Stanford at Arizona St.
Cincinnati at Oklahoma
Ga. Tech at Boston College
BYU at Washington
USC at Vanderbilt
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Gamecocks prepp
prepped, ready for Vanderbilt
Running game set to pound Commodore defensive ffront depleted by graduations;
Smelley aims to continue hot streak agai
against challenging secondary squad

Lindsey, Matthews attempt to avoid ground-pounding repeat of last year’s
embarrassing season-altering loss; starting quarterback Nickson has other ideas
Drew Lattier

Patrick Morris

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

Last year Carolina went into its game did allow 340 yards to t he Redhawk s,
against Vanderbilt ranked
anked No. 6 nationally including 244 through the air. They forced
and looked poised
win the SEC East as three interceptions and only allowed one
d to w
Coach Steve Spurrier
urrier had predicted before touchdown.
“Defensively, Vandy’s a really good team,”
the season began.
gan. W hat followed was a
very ugly 17-6
loss for the Gamecocks that Coach Spurrier said.
6 los
With such depth and experience in the
began the five-g
ve-game losing streak to end the
season. The
team was in position to make secondary, the passing game will come at
he te
a BCS bowl,
wl, but after the five consecutive a premium. It has been well-documented
losses, there
here was not a single bowl game how mightily the Gamecock passing game
invite to be had for a team that started the struggled last week against N.C. State for
the fi rst three quarters, and this game could
season 6-1
-1.
The offe
offense was simply inept last year be no different. New starting quarterback
ag a i nstt t he Com modores. T hey on ly Chris Smelley, who was a perfect 5-for-5 last
converted
ed one of 12 third downs, allowed week, throwing for two touchdowns and 92
seven sacks,
ack had four turnovers and rushed yards, will fi nd it difficult to connect to star
for a staggeringly
low 26 yards on 22 wide receiver Kenny McKinley. Smelley
tag
attemptss . A good bit of this performance will have to rely on targets like Jared Cook ,
had to do
with a very impressive Vanderbilt Dion LeCorn and Moe Brown to establish a
ow
defense tha
that ranked No. 22 in total defense rhythm early and get the Gamecocks’ aerial
last season,
on, but the Gamecocks came into attack going.
B e h i n d S m e l l e y, w h o t h r e w t w o
the contest
32.5 points per game
st averaging
a
interceptions in this game last year, on the
and were only able to put 6 on the board.
Vanderbilt
returns six starters from depth chart is redshirt freshman Stephen
ilt only
o
last year’s vaunted
aunt defense, so Carolina will Garcia. Last week’s starter Tommy Beecher
certainly be aiming to not
no have a repeat has been held out of practice most of this
performance from last se
season. Vandy lost week because of an injury to his left nontwo star linebackers
Jonathan Goff and throwing shoulder. If it is necessary to put
ackers in Jo
Marcus Buggs, who we
were first and third Garcia in, Spurrier has said they would have
in team tackles last season,
respectively. to limit the things they do on offense.
sea
Among
“ We ’d h a v e t o b e a l i t t l e m o r e
g the front seven, the Commodores
return only two
starters. However,
o starter
er, they conservative,” Spurrier said when asked
do return all four starters
what would happen if Garcia came into the
arte in thee defensive
defensi
secondary, including All-SEC
corner D.J. game.
EC cor
Moore and safety Reshard Langford. Last
Because
of how problematic it might be to
Be
season against t he G amecock
s Moore move the
mec
t ball through the air, USC will rely
pulled down two interceptions
and was a on tailb
tailback Mike Davis to get the offense
epti
key defensive contributorr in the upset.
moving.
ng Last week Davis rushed for 101
Vanderbilt got off to a solid start last yards on 14 carries and one touchdown.
week against Miami of Ohi
Ohio, with a solid
performance from theirr def
defense in the Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.
sc.edu
34 -13 win. However, the Commodores
Comm

HEAD

OFFENSE

Ben Fine / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

MIKE DAVIS

VS.R

David Kohl / The Associated Press

ESHARD LANGFORD

There is the football saying that offense
sells tickets, and defense wins games. Last
week against N.C. State, the South Carolina
defense sparked a struggling offense into
action by causing a fumble and interception
that easily set up the Gamecock offense to
score.
This week against Vanderbilt, USC
needs the defense to step up and contain
a talented Commodore offense. The SEC
opponent comes into the game 1-0 with
a decisive 34-13 victory over Miami of
Ohio last weekend. In the win, Vanderbilt
amassed 360 total offensive yards with 91
of those passing and the rest coming from
their rushing game.
Offensive numbers like that don’t jump
out and scare upcoming opponents, until
they hear that 166 of those yards came
courtesy of quarterback Chris Nickson’s
rushing performance.
Clearly, the Carolina defense has Nickson
in the center of their radar. Last year in the
devastating loss to Vanderbilt, Nickson
was injured but second-string quarterback
Mackenzi Adams kept t he defense in
constant confusion. Much like Nickson
threatens to do this year, Adams led his
team in rushing with 88 yards and threw
for two touchdowns in the 17-6 victory.
Ready to put a damper on Nickson’s
threatening running ability is defensive
end Jordin Lindsey. The senior put on
an impressive defensive performance last
Thursday against N.C. State. Lindsey was
credited with two solo tackles and three
quarterback hurries in
n the contest.
and have
“I was just happy to get out there an
a chance to play again and show everybody
what I’ve got,” Lindsey said.
A vital element from last week’s victory

that the Gamecock defense
nse will have to
repeat against Vanderbilt
ilt is constantly
pressuring
sacked
g the quarterback.
k. Carolina
C
the two N.C.
State quarterbacks
five times
.C. St
terb
and held both
12 yards on
th to a total of just
j
the ground rushing.
hing.
Lindsey and thee defense
defeense
en have been hard
at work in practice this
preparing to
his
hi
is week
w
stop Vanderbilt from
m having
haaving a productive
prod
night in offense.
“ We’r e g o i n g t o k e e p [ N i c k s o n]
contained and not let him scramble around
so much,” Lindseyy said.
sa “We’ve got a good
plan for him, and
hopefully we w
will shut
dh
him down.”
Next to Lindsey will be the younger
youn
defensive end, Cl if f M at t hews
hew s . Ju st
a sophomore, M at t hews
ews has a l ready
established himself as a talented
defensive
alented d
threat for Carolina. As a true freshman
last
esh
year, he played in all 12 games an
and earned
a spot on the Sporting Newss F
Freshman
All-SEC team . Last week in
n tthe season
opener, Matthews had a solid
olid defensive
effort, tallying two solo tackles.
kles
If Matthews and Lindseyy put
pu together a
strong performance in the
defensive end
he d
position, Nickson will be reduced
to just
r
his passing game.
“We have been good,”
said of his
od,” Lindsey
L
and Matthews’s practices
this week. “We
racti
feel confident for
or the game.”
An SEC victory
ictory on the road tonight will
give Carolina
rolina an impressive 2-0 record
and
the team with 9 days’ rest until
d leave th
next game. USC will need to come
their n
out ready on every front — especially the
defense — tonight to get a win.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.
sc.edu
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Stadium Pants & Shorts
Exclusively at

2818 Devine St. • 803-771-2700
Mon.-Fri. 10am-7pm Sat 10am-6pm

Go Gamecocks!
Beat Vandy!
Join us before, during,
& after the game. We will
have the game on the
big screen. Don’t forget
TUES.: Live music with $1.00 BEER
WED.: Live trivia to win house cash
THURS.: Pitcher night
If you are under 21, it is against the law to buy
alcoholic beverages. All ABC regulations enforced.

2009 Devine Street • 5-Points
Open: M-F 4 pm • Sat-Sun 11:30 am

www.villageidiotpizza.com

its pitcher night!
Advance call-in orders
welcome for all your
tailgating needs.

252-8646

DINE-IN • PICKUP • DELIVERY
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Questions with Jake Broom
Photo courtesy of Houston Texans Media Relations

Bennett gets pumped up during a Texans game.
BENNETT ● Continued from 4B
Bennett and Robinson did
not see the field at the same
time very often. In the only
game they started opposite
each ot her — week nine
against the Oakland Raiders
— Robinson sustained a
season-ending knee injury.
That led Bennett to carry
t he load for t he Texans’
defensive backfield.
He responded by
recording 62 total tackles,
forcing t wo f umbles and
i ntercept i ng a tea mhigh three passes on the
season. Despite t he fact
that Robinson will be out
unt il roughly midseason
this year, Bennett sees big
things for the USC duo in
the future.
“I’m really excited about
hav i ng t hat cor nerback
tandem, knowing that we
played at the same school,”
Bennett said. “K nowing
that he’s my mentor, having
him on the field with me at
the same time would be a
blessing.”
“My main goal is to go
out here and help our team
fi rst. Help our team win as
many games as possible. I
think we have a lot of great
t a lent on t h is defense,”
Bennett said. “I’m looking
to have a big year this year.
I believe in my abilities,
my coaches believe in my
abilit ies and I k now my
team believes in me. So I’m
just looking to have a big
year for this team.”
Remaining confident in
his talent as a football player

REVENGE ● Continued from 1B
this season. He’s tried to stay
low-key with predictions of
SEC Championships and
postseason play. However,
com i ng out of a 34 - 0
stomping of a BCS opponent,
some ex pec t at ions a re
starting to form. Dreams of
trips to Atlanta in December
and bowl bids are dancing in
the heads of Carolina fans
and players.
This year, the players are
trying to stay focused and not
overlook a Vanderbilt team
that embarrassed them on
their home field less than a
year ago — a Vanderbilt team
that more or less began the
spiral that ended in a straight
.500 season, Spurrier’s worst
since 1987.
“It’s in the back of our head
that those are the guys that
kind of turned our season
around,” senior wide receiver
Kenny McKinley said. “We
just have to take every game
one at a time, though. It’s a
big game because it’s our next
game.”
Howe ver, f or s ome
Gamecocks, there is
something more in this game.
Many players on this year’s
team were on the field for the
game that was the beginning
of the end of their season.
For some of those players,
including Munnerlyn, last
year’s loss was a hurt that did
not go away quickly.
“Later on that night I woke
up at like three o’clock in
the morning and thought,
‘We just lost to Vanderbilt,’”
Munnerlyn said. “We were
No. 6 in the nation, and we
lost.”
I t ’s e a s y t o s a y t h a t
Carolina will not be focusing
on this game any more than
other games on the schedule.
Especially not since No. 2
Georgia is mobilizing for
a trip to Columbia in two
Saturdays.

is something that Bennett
says he was born with. That,
combined with a nose-tothe-grindstone mentality,
h a s c o nt r ib ut e d t o h i s
being named the Texans’
number one cornerback in
the offseason.
“I’ve always been
c o n f id e nt i n a l l of m y
abilities. God blessed me
with these abilities, and I
feel like if you’re blessed
with them you should put
t hem to work ,” Ben net t
said. “If you put them to
work , good t h i ng s w i l l
happen.”
Bennett also believes the
level of competition he faced
in college better prepared
him to be successful at the
next level.
“The SEC has a lot
of speed at t he receiver
posit ion,” Ben net t said.
“A nd you k now it ’s t he
toughe st con ference i n
c ol le g e f o o t b a l l , s o of
course that helps.”
Despite all the time his
budding professional career
consumes, Bennett has still
not lost touch w it h h is
Gamecock roots.
“I keep in contact with
m o s t l y DB s : Jo n a t h a n
Joseph, Ko Si mpson,
Sheldon Brow n, t hose
g u y s ,” B e n n e t t s a i d .
“Hopef u l ly du r i ng [t he
Texans’] bye week I’ll be
able to catch one of t he
[USC] games.”

Comments on this story? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

However, many players
remain on Carolina’s roster
that played during last year’s
crucial loss. It’s hard to believe
that they all won’t have one
word on their minds when
they take the field Thursday
night. That word: revenge.
“I’m out for revenge,”
Munnerly n said. “I don’t
know about the team; they’re
probably just tak ing it as
another game, but I’m out for
revenge.”

Comments on this story? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Ho w w i l l C h r i s
Smelley respond as
the new starter?
Remember t hat
Beecher Bandwagon I
was driving last week? Well, it went
up in f lames. I backed away slowly
and then jogged off as if I were in no
way involved. Let’s all just pretend
that never happened.
In the history of this column I’ve
written some pretty dumb things,
but I think there might be room in
the Dumb Prediction Hall of Fame
for my thoughts on Tommy Beecher.
Thank God nobody reads this.
Chris Smelley was 4-2 as a starter
last year. I would give a little more
analysis, but apparently my approval
is the kiss of death. If I mention his
name one more time, both of his
ACLs will spontaneously combust.

1

Will Vanderbilt quar terback
Chris Nickson make it through the
game?
Not to harp on the Jake Broom
Curse too much, but last week I
said N.C. State quarterback Russell
Wilson wouldn’t make it through the
entire game. Next thing you know
the guy is being strapped down to a
stretcher and both teams are forming
prayer circles on the sideline. I feel
like I should be on Heroes, or have
my own comic book. I hate to say
this, Chris Nickson, but I don’t like
your chances tonight.
W i l l Va n d e r b i l t ’ s
blackout be a success?
I was in Nashv ille
t wo seasons ago, and
Va n d e r b i l t ’s s t u d e n t s
didn’t even show up until

halftime. Most of them were actually
turned around with their backs facing
the field the entire game as they
talked to each other about nuclear
physics, diplomacy or whatever it is
Vanderbilt students fi nd interesting.
I know this because as my friends and
I plowed our way through the student
section to get better
seats, we all realized
everybody was
facing up at us as we
went dow n. I kept
t urning around to
see if I was missing
JAKE BROOM somet h i ng, but it
turns out they really
Graduate
just don’t care about
student
football.
With that being said, this blackout
thing won’t end well. Blackouts are
dumb in the f irst place, but they
are really dumb when half of the
people won’t be t here unt il after
their chauffeur picks them up from
Mock Trial.

3

Will this be the beginning of the
Garcia era?
Due to Beecher’s injur y, t here
is a chance Stephen Garcia could
see some t ime at quarterback as
the backup. This has me absolutely
giddy, not because
I t h i n k he i s a
great player, but
because I k now
he is entertaining.

4
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www.adventurecarolina.com

I can’t wait to answer questions like
“How will Garcia react after his
3-game suspension for drop-kicking
a referee?” or “Garcia urinating in
public: f unny or dumb?” He has
a Ron Artest-like unpredictability
about him. Every time he steps on
the field there is a small chance he
will do something that will end up
on CNN.

W hy is the of fensive line so
bad?
John Hunt has had three full years
to teach it, but apparent ly, even
in year four, USC’s line has yet to
master the pass block. Some of the
linemen are so anxious to whiff on
their block that they false start out of
anticipation. I’ve never understood
how so many coaches can come and
go during Spurrier’s time here, yet
the offensive line has been the weak
link t he ent ire t ime and Hunt is
still around. Is there another job
in A merica where you can fail so
miserably for four years and still be
allowed to continue? (If you listen
closely, you can hear Mark Sanford
giggling.)

5

Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@
mailbox.sc.edu

GAMECOCKS

IN THE

NFL

Finally arriving on campus in the summer
of 2003, Bennett was ready to start his
tenure wearing garnet and black.
“I came in as a freshman, and they
had high hopes for me,” Bennett said. “I
thought that everything panned out well.
It was a pretty cool experience.
Kevin Walker
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
“Running out of that tunnel to ‘2001’
every game, man, every home game — that
As NFL training camps wind down across just got me pumped and excited,” Bennett
the country and the regular season is set to said. “That’s a memory that I’ll have for a
begin, the Houston Texans face a difficult lifetime.”
Over his four years at USC, he was twice
task in climbing the A FC South ladder
toward the Promised Land. However, an been named to the All-SEC team, and he
improving defense led by not one, but recorded nine interceptions and 108 solo
tack les. A s a
t wo, former
senior in 2006,
Gamecocks
the Manning,
cou ld put t he
SC native
Texans over the
was named
hump.
the defensive
Fred Bennett
c a p t a i n .
was a standout
According to
player i n h igh
Ben net t , not
school. Standing
all t he credit
6-feet, 2-inches
lies with him.
a nd weigh i ng
“I had some
18 0 p ou nd s
help from the
a s a s e n io r at
older defensive
Manning High
backs; t hey
put h i m a head
k i nd of t o ok
of t he cur ve
me under
physically. That,
Photo courtesy of Houston Texans Media Relations
t heir w i ng s,”
a long w it h h is
Ben net t sa id.
natural prowess Fred Bennett picks off a pass against the Titans.
“I think for the
at cor nerb ac k ,
ea r ned Ben net t a sp ot i n t he Nor t h most part my time spent at Carolina was a
Carolina-Sout h Carolina Shrine Bowl success.”
One of the defensive backs who helped
in 2001 and a No. 4 prospect ranking in
the state of South Carolina according to g uide Bennett as a freshman at Sout h
Carolina was Dunta Robinson , who was
SuperPrep magazine.
Ben net t ’s h igh school ex ploit s d id drafted tenth overall in the 2004 NFL
not go unnoticed by the Lou Holtz-led Draft by the Texans. So when Bennett
Gamecocks, who offered him a scholarship learned he too was drafted by the Texans
i n 20 02. However, fa i l i ng to qua l if y in the fourth round of the 2007 draft, he
academically, Bennett was sent to Hargrave couldn’t have been happier.
“He’s an amazing help. He made my
Military Prep School in Virginia for a year.
transition from college to the
NFL real easy. Just having
h i m a rou nd when I f i rst
got here just made me feel
comfortable,” Bennett said.
“Once I got into my comfort
zone, then that gave me a lot
of confidence. Having him
be there as a friend and as a
mentor on the field, that was
a big plus for me.”
A s a r o o k i e i n 2 0 0 7,

Former Carolina defensive back making
impact for Houston Texans following
rookie season under Robinson’s wing
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With On Demand,
you can “study” your
favorite TV shows
whenever you want.

Digital Cable
with FREE HD
s Over 200 channels, including
46 music channels
s Digital Cable customers can
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s Add DVR and record, pause and rewind live TV
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